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Abstract: It has been observed that there has been a great interest in computing experiments which has been useful on 
shared nothing computers and commodity machines. We need multiple systems running in parallel working closely together 
towards the same goal. Frequently it has been experienced and observed that the distributed execution engine named 
MapReduce handles the primary input-output workload for such clusters. There are numerous distributed file systems 
around viz. NTFS,ReFS,FAT,FAT32 in windows and linux, we studied them and implemented a few distributed file systems. 
It has been studied that distributed file systems (DFS) work very well on many small files but some do not generate expected 
output on large files. We implemented benchmark testing algorithms in each distributed files systems for small and large 
files, and the analysis is been put forward in this paper. Even we came across the various implementation issues of various 
DFS, they have also been mentioned in this paper. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Dispersed File System is an augmentation of record framework which oversees documents and information on different capacity 
gadgets. They give great execution and dependability utilizing different present day strategies. Outside world just sees the 
dispersed record framework as a solitary stockpiling gadget and it is essentially an interface undeniably. In any case, if there 
should arise an occurrence of disappointment or weighty burden not many Disseminated record frameworks give area 
straightforwardness and repetition to improve information accessibility. It has been taken note that a portion of the dispersed 
document frameworks make bottlenecks as well. Critical difficulties for a particularly conveyed record framework are stretched 
out across countless capacity hubs and giving sensibly debased tasks when there are odds of equipment disappointment. Shared-
nothing process bunches is utilized as noticeable stage for versatile information escalated processing. By associating different 
item plate drives to each group PC, it is feasible to accomplish extremely high total information yield throughput. Much higher 
information stockpiling can be made accessible on such a bunch at moderate expense. Besides, Distributed document 
frameworks are once in a while called as a cloud, or an organization or a group or a network, or equal document systems. It has 
been seen that most dispersed stockpiling frameworks don't give satisfactory execution with enormous records since their 
recuperation and consistency time is bigger and numerous frameworks which handle enormous items are making inner lumps 
prior to placing in the item. 
A. File Allocation Methods 
Record Allocation technique is utilized to adequately use plate space accessible by obliging space for records. Working 
framework allots the plate space for the documents by utilizing unique approaches.It's partitioned into three general categories: 
Contiguous Allocation,Indexed Allocation what's more, Linked allocation.The fundamental goal to adjust these 3 methodologies 
is to ensure there proficient usage of plate space and expedient admittance to the files.These three strategies use unmistakable 
techniques to adequately utilize circle space which has its own advantages and disadvantages. Comparitive Study Of Three 
Approaches 
1) Adjoining Allocation Method: By this methodology, ceaseless squares of circle spaces is relegated to every single record. It 

utilizes the idea of first fit or best fit. It's the least complex portion technique. Area of document is distinguished by the 
beginning location of the square followed by the length of record. These two subtleties are urgent to work with file. 

Advantages and Disadvantages – For touching memory designation we can undoubtedly get to the record Successive Access and 
Direct Access. Different perusing isn't needed. Can be perused by a solitary activity since it's assigned in ceaseless squares 
coming about in brilliant activity. Number of plate looks for getting to the document is negligible so it's very quick. 
Detriments The significant con is that the greatest size of the document must be restricted at the beginning of creation itself.Most 
of the plate space is squandered because of outside fracture prompting wasteful utilization of circle space.Compaction can be 
applied as an answer for outside fracture. It's a pricey answer for the issue. 
2) Linked Allocation Method: For File designation strategy, each document isn't distributed in persistent memory blocks. The 

circle blocks are put anyplace on the plate. Each record is a connected rundown of blocks.In this methodology, the catalog 
contains the beginning location and finishing address of the record which are pointers. At that point each square contains a 
pointer that focuses to the next block. 
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Advantages and Disadvantages – The misuse of memory is limited and most extreme circle space use is implemented. External 
fracture is absent in this technique for allotment. Just inward fracture is conceivable in the last block.It's excessive to determine 
the document size during creation. Weaknesses Space is involved for putting away pointers prompting extra overhead. Access 
time is a lot more prominent for connected rundown allotment since the documents are situated in arbitrary order.This technique 
doesn't uphold direct access just backings successive access. For discovering a square of record it needs to carry out consecutive 
access from start of the document and follow the pointers until the square of the record is recognized. 
3) Indexed Allocation Method: All deficiencies of connected allotment strategy and coterminous designation strategy is 

overwhelmed by recorded portion technique. In this methodology, every one of the pointers are united into one area known 
as the ordered block.All the pointers in record block is set to invalid. 

Advantages and Disadvantages – This technique upholds direct access bringing about quicker access of the records likewise 
upholds successive strategy for getting to the file.In this technique outside fracture is absent.Directory simply monitors the 
beginning square address. Free blocks in the circle is utilized effectively. Detriments The list table ought to be available in the 
memory.The record square ought to be huge to hold pointers.Searching for passage in record table is dreary methodology. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Kuo-pao Yang[1] looks at record frameworks in Ubuntu Linux and FreeBSD and afterward dissects the best use. The 
nonexclusive document frameworks, Extended File System(EXT2) of Linux and Fast File Framework (FFS) of FreeBSD  
working frameworks, are assessed utilizing benchmark tests.Benchmarks utilizing Bonnie++ and Iozone havebeen performed 
on Ubuntu8.10 with ext2 filesystem and FreeBSD7.1 with FFS document framework and the outcomes shows that Linux 
performs better compared to FreeBSD in these tests.  
Borislav Djordjevic. [2] considers the qualities and conduct of the cutting edge   64-cycle ext4 document arrangement of Linux 
working framework, part form 2.6.This paper likewise gives the exhibition correlation of ext4 record framework with prior 
ext3 and ext2 document systems.The execution is estimated utilizing the Stamp benchmarking programming that recreates 
the responsibility of Internet mail worker. We have characterized three kinds of jobs, for the most part overwhelmed by 
generally little objects.Postmark benchmarking programming results have shown prevalence of ext4 document framework 
analyzed over its archetypes, ext2 and ext3 document frameworks.  
[3]Akash Bundele There are a few Windows document frameworks and Linux record framework. Every one of them enjoy 
benefits what's more, hindrances. In this paper the document frameworks that are mulled over forexamination are 
FAT,FAT32,NTFS,EXT2,EXT3,EXT4.This paper centers around thewhy the filesystems are introduced,what are the 
restrictions covered by the presented filesystem over current filesystem furthermore, what are the highlights added to new 
filesystem.Also this paper depicts the comparitive examination of the two Windows and Linux filesystems by taking certain 
boundaries like Maximum document size,in which rendition it is been introduced,filesystem size and so on  
[4] Modern PCs should have a working framework to run programs like application programs. The Microsoft Windows, Mac 
OS, UNIX and LINUX are the instances of working framework for a PC. A working framework is acted like an interface 
between the PC equipment and programming. The elements of a working framework are processor the board, memory the 
executives, security, gadget the board, and authority over framework execution, work bookkeeping, and blunder distinguishing 
helps, coordination between other programming furthermore, clients and record the board. Presently we will examine 
about the one of significant capacity which named as document the board. The document framework in OS is normally 
coordinated into or effective usage. 
[5]John R.Douceur was a longitudinal augmentation of a prior investigation we acted in  1998, which was a significant degree 
bigger than any earlier investigation of document frameworkmetadata. Our prior examination included a solitary catch of 
document framework metadata, and it zeroed in on horizontal variety among record frameworks at a second on schedule. On 
the other hand, the current examination centers around longitudinal changes   in document frameworks over a five-year 
time interval.  
Aditi Jain [6] was a longitudinal expansion of a previous  investigation we acted in 1998, which was a significant degree bigger 
than any earlier investigation of record framework metadata. Our previous investigation included a solitary catch of 
document framework metadata, and it zeroed in on parallel variety among record frameworks at a second on schedule. 
Paradoxically, the current examination centers around longitudinal changes in document frameworks over a five-year interval 
of time.   
LANYUE LU[7] systems,suchasLinuxExt4 ,XFS[Sweeney et al. 1996], and Btrfs [Mason 2007; Rodeh et al. 2012], stay a basic 
segment in the realm of current stockpiling. For instance, numerous new conveyed record frameworks, for example, Google 
GFS [Ghemawat et al. 2003] duplicate information objects(and related metadata)across nearby document frameworks. On 
cell phones, most client information is overseen by a nearby document framework; for instance, Google Android telephones 
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use Ext4 [Kim et al. 2012; Simons 2011] what's more, Apple's iOS gadgets use HFSX [Morrissey2010]. At long last, 
numerous work area clients actually don't reinforcement their information consistently [Jobs et al. 2006; Marshall 2008]; for 
this situation, the nearby document framework plainly assumes a basic part as sole chief of client information.  
[8]Open-source neighborhood record frameworks, like Linux Ext4, XFS, and Btrfs, staybasic part in the realm of present day 
stockpiling. For instance, numerous new conveyeddocument frameworks, like Google GFS and Hadoop DFS, duplicate 
information protests (and related metadata) across nearby record frameworks. The creators direct a thorough investigation of 
document framework code advancement. By dissecting eight years of Linux filesystem changes across 5079 patches, they 
determine various new (and some of the time astounding) experiences into the record framework improvement measure; 
their outcomes ought to helpful for both the advancement of document frameworks themselves just as the improvement of bug-
discovering  instruments. 
Muazzam A. Khan[9] Memory Allocation is an interaction where working framework deals with the Primary Memory 
and dispenses client programs in spaces in the Main Memory. Document Access is a cycle wherein the records needed to 
execute are gotten to inside in the Main Memory and brought to the CPU. Memory Allocation and record access strategies 
assume a significant part in improving the CPU execution and essential memory execution. The paper centers around the 
strategies that are applied for memory designation and document recovery and correlation of the strategies which performs 
better is Distributed Systems climate. This paper will likewise enroll a portion of the great highlights that ought to be 
incorporated inside procedures for memory portion and document access inside Distributed Systems.  
Mandeep Kaur[10] The capacity of enormous measure of information for all time in PC framework records is utilized. In this 
research paper we talk about the document that is an assortment of records or data put away on optional capacity like hard 
circle. In figuring a record framework is utilized to control how information is put away and recovered. Record framework 
control the documents beginning and finishing areas. The data present in the record can be gotten to utilizing access strategies. 
In document any time information is disappointment with equipment issue for arrangement document framework give 
insurance access advantages of clients. In documents optional extra room is designated utilizing record portion strategies. 
Theseallotted space in such a way so that plate space is used adequately anddocuments can be gotten to rapidly. Index structure 
is use image table of records that stores all the connected data about the document it holds with the substance.  
Priya Sehgal[11] Based on our investigation we tracked down that customary record frameworks can be tuned to perform 
better compared to their default setting on NVM. Now and again these calibrated record frameworksperform at standard 
with PMFS. Further, we found that includes that help improve CPU and memory usages end up to be preferred performing over 
others on NVM. PMFS, which is a NVMaware document framework, has a large portion of the highlights that influence the 
byte-addressability and low inertness attributes of the media. In any case, on the off chance that one wishes to utilize a 
conventional document framework with minoralterations or reconfigurations, we suggest not many record 
framework includes that can help improve its execution on NVM. Not many of the highlights incorporate: Set up update 
layout,Execute set up (XIP),Simple and equal distribution system,. Fixed estimated information blocks.  
Changwoo Min Sanidhya[12] In this paper we played out a far reaching examination of the manycore adaptability of five 
widelydeployed document frameworks utilizing our FXMARK benchmark suite. We noticed numerous sudden versatility 
practices of document frameworks. Some of them lead us to return to the center plan of conventional document frameworks; 
notwithstanding notable adaptability methods, versatile consistency ensure components and improving for capacity gadgets 
dependent on their presentation qualities will be basic. We accept that our examination results and bits of knowledge.  
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
Comparative study of file systems:.Identifying the file systems present in different platforms. We have selected some widely 
used file systems like NTFS, ReFS, FAT, FAT32 in Windows and Ext, Ext2, Ext3, Ext4, XFS, JFS in Linux. Understanding 
File allocation methods. File Allocation method is used to effectively utilize disk space available by accommodating space for 
files. Operating system allocates the disk space for the files by using different approaches. It’s divided into three broad 
categories: Contiguous Allocation, Indexed Allocation and Linked allocation. The main objective to adapt these 
threeapproaches is to make sure their efficient utilization of disk space and speedy access to the files. These three methods use 
distinct methods to effectively use disk space which has its own pros and cons. Finding the parameters of file systems. 
Identifying the different parameters that can be contrasted against the other file systems. These parameters include but are not 
limited to security, Maximum file size, maximum volume, access control lists, etc. Testing out the file systems using 
benchmarks. Using different benchmarks not only provides us with a larger and more reliable database to work with but also 
irons out any deficiencies in testing with the other benchmarks. Some of the benchmarks that we are using are Bonnie++, Iozone 
test, Postmark, etc. Accessing the file systems using coding and comparing them. 
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IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Comparison of different windows file systems based on theirfeatures: 
 

Features NTSE FAT32 ReFS ExFAT 
Operati 
ngsyste ms 

Windows 
NTWindows 
2000Windo ws 
XPWindows 
VistaWindo ws7 

Windows 
98Windows 
MEWindows 
2000Windo ws 
XPWindows Vista 
Windows7 

Windows8 
Windows8.1 
Windows10 

Windows 
XP(upgrade) 
Windows 
VistaWindo ws7 
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Maximu 
mfilena 
me strength 

255 
Unicodech 
aracters 

255Unico 
decharacte rs 

255Unico 
decharacte rs 

127Unico 
decharacte rs 

Max. 
pathname 
length 

32760 
Unicodechar 
acters 

32760Unico 
decharacters 

32760Unico 
decharacters 

32760Unico 
decharacters 

Max.filesize 256TBfor64KB 
cluster 

4GB 16EB(Exabyte 
) 

512TB 

Max. 
volumesize 

256TBor 16TB 
depends on 
theclustersiz e 

2TB 16EB 512TB 

Short 
filenamesu 
pport 

Yes Yes No Yes 

Securitya 
ndpermiss ions 

Yes No Yes No 

Tracking 
fileowner 

YES NO YES NO 

Encryption 
infile 
systemleve l 

Yes No No No 

Accessco 
ntrollists 

Yes No YES No 

Checksu 
mandE 
CC 

No No No Metadata 

POSIX 
filepermi 
ssions 

No (available 
inPOSIXsubsys tem 
feature) 

No Yes No 

Built- 
incompres 
sion 
software. 

Yes No No No 

 

Comparasion Between Different Linux File Systems 
Features ext ext2 ext3 ext4 

Operati 
ngSyste ms 

Lin ux 
un til 

Linux 2.1.20 

Linux,Be OS, 
FreeBSD 

Linux,M ac 
OS withParagon 
ExtFS, 

Solaris 

Linux, 
MacOSwit h 

ParagonExtFS 

Maximu mfile 
namelen 
gth 

255 
bytes 

255 
bytes 

255 
bytes 

255 
bytes 
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Maxim 
umpath 
namele 
ngth 

No limitd 
efine 
d 

No limitd 
efine 
d 

No limitd 
efine 
d 

No limitd 
efine 
d 

Maximu 
mfilesiz e 

2GiB 16GiB to 
2TiB 

16GiB to 
2TiB 

16GiBto 
16TiB 

Maximu 
mvolume size 

2GiB 2TiBto 
32TiB 

2TiBto 
32TiB 

1EiB 

Stores 
fileown 
er 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

POSIX 
filepermi 
ssions 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Creatio 
nTimesta mps 

No No No Yes 

Accesscontr ol 
lists 

No Yes Yes Yes 

Securitylabels No Yes Yes Yes 

Check 
sum/ 
ECC 

No No No Partial 

Blockjournalin 
g 

No No Yes Yes 

Metadata 
onlyjournaling 

No No Yes Yes 

Filechange log No No No No 

Intern 
albranc 
hing 

No No No No 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
In the event that we need the Windows-just climate, NTFS is the most ideal decision. On the off chance that we needed to trade 
documents (even periodically) with a non-Windows framework like a Mac or Linux box, at that point FAT32 will give you fine 
outcome and with no information misfortune, where your document size ought to be under 4GB. While record move speed and 
most extreme throughput is restricted by the slowest interface (typically the hard drive interface to the PC like SATA or an 
organization interface like 3G WWAN), NTFS arranged hard drives have tried quicker on benchmark tests than FAT32 
designed drives As a rule, exFAT drives are quicker at composing and perusing information than FAT32 drives. All benchmarks 
show that NTFS is a lot quicker than exFAT. Basically except if you are 100% certain that you won't ever have a record more 
modest than 4 GB, design the drive as exFAT There are many document frameworks accessible on Linux. Each fills an 
extraordinary need for special clients hoping to settle distinctive problems.Most prominently utilized are ext4,XFS,Reiser4. 
Ext4 is the document arrangement of decision for the greater part of the Linux distributions.ext4 has all the integrity that we 
have generally expected from the past document systems(ext2/ext3) yet with enhancements.ext4 has great highlights, for 
example, document framework journaling,journal check sums,backward similarity support for ext2 and ext3,persistent pre-
designation of free space,improved document framework checking,support for huge records. XFS is a very good quality record 
framework that works in speed and execution. XFS does incredibly well with regards to resembleinformation and yield in view 
of its emphasis on execution. The XFS record framework can deal with enormous measures of information, so much truth be 
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told that a few clients of XFS have near 300+ terabytes of data.If you have a home worker and you're bewildered on where you 
ought to go with capacity, think about XFS. A ton of the highlights the document framework accompanies (like depictions) 
could help in your record stockpiling framework. It's not only for workers, however. In case you're a further developed client 
and you're keen on a ton of what was guaranteed in BtrFS, look at XFS. It does a ton of a similar stuff and doesn't have 
steadiness issues. Reiser4 has the exceptional capacity to utilize distinctive exchange models. It can utilize the duplicate on-
compose model (like BtrFS), compose anyplace, journaling, and the mixture exchange model. It has a ton of upgrades upon 
ReiserFS, including better record framework journaling through meandering logs, better help for more modest records, and 
quicker treatment of directories.Resier4 is for those hoping to extend one record framework across numerous utilization cases. 
Perhaps you need to set up one machine with duplicate on- compose, another with compose anyplace, and another with half 
breed exchange, and you would prefer not to utilize various kinds of record frameworks to achieve this undertaking. Reiser4 is 
ideal for this sort of utilization case. 
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